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1. INTKCXKJCTION ANI) PKIKIMINARIES 
This article is concerned with the study of the reaction-diffusion equations 
where A E xy=“=, a”/&$, a, r, ‘or , op are positive constants, andfi: h? ---) R have 
EI6lder continuous partial derivatives up to second order in compact sets, 
i = 1, 2. Further, we assume that 
fl(0, 0) = f&t 0) = Or U.2) 
for (a, zx) in the first open quadrant, the first partial derivatives of fi ;fa 
satisfy 
and for each k 3 0, --T + fa(k, ~a) < 0 f or all sufficiently large ug > 0. 
System (1.1) together with assumptions (1.2) and (1.3) is a model for prey- 
predator interaction where ZL~(X’, t) ua(x, t), respectively, represent the density, 
of prey and predator at position x = (x1 ,..., x,) and time t > 0. The parameters 
cI , CT~ are diffusion rates; a and T are growth and mortality rates of prey and 
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predator in the event that no interaction involves between them. fr , fi describe 
further interaction, and (1.2), (1.3) are general assumptions which include the 
modified Volterra-Lotka model with crowding. The effects of spatial variation 
and mobility upon the classical ecological interaction have received substantial 
attention recently (see, e.g., 2, 3, 6, 8, 10-12, 171). The mathematical problem of 
existence of solutions to (1.1) subjected to Neumann or Dirichlet boundary 
data has been treated in [17]. For the Neumann problem, some studies con- 
cerning the asymptotic behavior and stability of constant equilibrium solutions 
are made in [3, 6, 10, 171. 
This article deals with the Dirichlet problem when 2c1 and U, are prescribed 
at the boundary. We essentially use the technique of upper and lower solutions 
described in [15]. We investigate the bifurcation of equilibrium solutions as 
the parameters a and Y vary in relation to the size of the space domain, the 
magnitude of the boundary data, and the diffusion rates. Stability studies of 
some of these equilibrium solutions are made, and most of equilibrium solutions 
we encounter will be spatially dependent. These studies are of interest if one 
desires to predict behavior in the interior of the domain when the boundary 
data are controlled or observed. Various results concerning extinction, co- 
existence, and nonuniqueness are found. Most of them have no analogs in the 
case where there is no diffusion at the boundary. Section 2 considers the situation 
when prey concentration u1 is held at zero on the boundary; Section 3 considers 
the case when predator concentration us is zero at the boundary. These should 
all be of theoretical and practical interest. Other boundary conditions can be 
considered, but they are beyond our present scope. 
We will now clarify the notations and conventions. Let 1, 0 < I < 1, be a 
fixed number. For an open set G in R n, let H”+“(G) denote the Banach space 
of all real-valued functions u continuous in G with all first and second derivatives 
also continuous in G, and with finite value for the norm j u 12”’ (as described 
in [17, p. 1591). 
We will consider Eq. (1.1) for x = (xr ,..., x,J E 9, where 9 is a bounded 
open connected subset of P, n > 1, with boundary 89. We assume that 
Z~E@+~, (see [17]). For any T > 0, let z&- = Z@ x (0, T). lP+z,(2fz)~(Z&) 
denotes the Banach space of all real-valued functions u having all derivatives 
of the form DaDp (a is a multi-index, r > 0 is an integer, D, = a/at) with 
2r + 1 a j ,( 2 continuous on &. and having finite norm / u 1,:‘) (as described 
in [17]). 
The system 
will be referred to as the steady-state equations. Solutions, if not otherwise 
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defined, mean solution in P+“(a) for Eq. (1.4), or s&&ions in ~+I,(?LZ)j2 3 ( T)? 
T > 0, for Eq. (1.1). Solutions of (1.4) are called equilibrium solutions. 
A1 > 0 will denote the principal eigenvalue of the Dirichlet problem AU $ Au 
= 0 in 9, zl = 0 on 69. 
2. No PREY AT THE BOUNDARY 
We first consider the situation ur = 0 on 69 with the further assumption 
that a < oJ, . We shall see that in this case any equilibrium solution with 
(ul(x, t), u2(x, t)) = (f&(x), i$(x)), ii;(x) > 0, 272(x) >, 0, for x f 53 will necessarily 
imply that tiI(x) = 0 in 9. In other words, if the boundary concentration of 
the prey is held at zero, the only possible equilibrium is where the prq’ is extinct 
throughout the entire domain 9%. Further, we will show that such an equilibrium 
actually exists, and that if c~(x) > 0 in 9 then the equilibrium (0, Qx)) is 
“stable.” Here, stability is interpreted to mean that all solutions of (1.1) with 
boundary conditions q(x, t) = 0 and u~(x, t) = tis(~) for x E 69, t > 0, will 
satisfy (ul(x, t), u2(3c, t)) + (0, &(x)) as t 9 + cc for alI .E E 9. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose a < o,A, . Let @x) alzd G?(X) be nonnegative for x E g, 
and (cl(x), $(x)) satisfy the steady-state equations (1.4). If z?~(x)~~~ = 0, then 
i&(.x) = 0 fat- all x E 3. 
Proof. Let W(X) be the principal eigenfunction for the principal eigenvalue 
of the eigenvalue problem du + Au = 0 in 9, zc = 0 on S9. (Note: W(X) has 
the properties that w(x) > 0 for x E 9, and &/&z < 0 on 623, where 12 is the 
unit outward normal at 83.) For each k > 0, we have the inequality cut d(kw) + 
kw[a + f,(kw, aa)] = &[(a - a$,) + f,(kw, c2)] < 0. Hence, kw(,lc) is an upper 
solution for the boundary-value problem c1 Au + u[a +fr(~, z~a(~))] = 0 in 93, 
zc = 0 on 69. For ,& > 0 sufficiently large U;(X) < &(‘v) for x E g. The family 
of upper solutions KU(X), 0 < k < K”, and Serrin’s sweeping principle (see 
[IS, p. 403) therefore imply U;(X) = 0 in 9. 
LEMMA 2.2. For any positive constant c, the boundary-aalue problem 
o,Au - cu = 0 in 2, 
u = g(x) >, 0, +o on69, 
where g(x) is continuous, has a unique solution which is positive in 9. 
The proof is straightforward, and will be omitted. 
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LEMMA 2.3. The boundary-value problem 
n1 Au1 + ul[a + ht;(q ,41 = 0, 
02 Au, + ue[--y +f& 7 %)I = 0, 
(2-l) 
241 = 0, 
on 6g, (2.2) 
u2 = g(x), 
where g(x) 3 0, $0 on 69 alzd g has an extension k E H”+l(g), has a solution of 
the form (ul(x), z+(x)) = (0, z&(x)), where z&(x) > 0 in 9. 
The proof utilizes Lemma 2.2, the technique of upper and lower solutions, 
and Serrin’s sweeping principle (see [15, Chap. II]). 
Remark. By [15, pp. 24-261, zZ,(x) herein is actually in P+‘(g). 
= LEMMA 2.4. Let vi(x, t), wI(x, t), (s, t) ~g x [0, IX)), i 
in fp+z,(z+zv(~T), each T > 0 satisfying the iwqualities 
0 < v1 < Wl , 0 d q < wp , 
crl h, + Qa + fi(vl , ZU~)] - 2 > 0, 
q Awl + wl[a + fi(wl , v&] - 2 < 0, 
(Te dZ>, + Z&Y + ji(Vl , Z’g)] - 2 3 0, 
02 dw, + q-1. + f&q , W%)] - 2 < 0. 
1, 2 be functions 
(2.3) 
Let (zJ~(.z’, t), uE(x, t)) be a sohtion of reaction-d$iiion equations (1.1) with initial 
bourzdayy conditions such that 
z$(x, 0) < Uj(X, 0) < w&t, O), XE9, i= 1,2, 
z&r, t) < z&r, t) < zo((X, t), (x, t) E E@ x [O, co), i= 1,2. 
(2.4) 
Then (z+(x, t), uB(x, t)) will satisfy 
a& t) ,< 2$(x, t) < .Wj(X, t), (x, t) EL2 x [O, co), i= 1,2. (2.5) 
Proof. We first prove the lemma under the additional hypothesis that strict 
inequalities hold in (2.4). With this hypothesis and by continuity considerations, 
(2.5) holds with strict inequalities for (x, t) E =C? x [0, T), for some T > 0, and 
holds with possibly nonstrict inequalities for x EG, t = T. We will show that 
strict inequality actually holds for x ~g, t = T, as well, and thus the interval 
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of t values where strict inequalities hold is nonempty, is both open and closed 
relative to [Q, CO), and therefore is equal to [0, CO). 
We have 
hence, setting x = pi - ‘zil , and using the fact that Eji,‘&+ < 0, for (x, t) ~5 >: 
[0, T] we have 
c 
which, using the mean value theorem, we may write in the form 
(2.6) 
where g” is continuous in g x [0, T]. Since z > 0 on (3 >( {O}) u (69 x [Oo, T]), 
by the strong maximum principle for parabolic equations, z > 0 on g x [0, T]; 
in other words ui > ZJ~ on g x [0, T]. In precisely the same manner, we may 
prove that zll < w1 , va < u2 < w2 on G x [0, T]. As noted above, this shows 
that (2.5) holds (with strict inequalities) in the present case. 
For the general case, we first write the differential inequalities in (2.3) in 
the form 
where &(x, t) > 0, &(x, t) < 0, i = I, 2. For any T > 0, (x, t) E 23 x (0, T] 
we define 6, , ziii , i = I, 2 to be the solution of Eq. (2.7) with all vi , wi on the 
left side of the equations replaced respectively by 6, I z& , while the right sides 
of the equations remain unchanged. Here, the initial and boundary conditions 
are given by 
qx, 0) = v&c, 0) - /.L, 
zqx, 0) = w&q 0) + p, 
qx, t) = v&, t) - p+, t), 
zci(“, t)= w&, t> + /.&(x, t), 
“YEa, i= 1,2, 
cw 
(x,~)E@ x [O,T], i= 1,2, 
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where 0 < ai ,( 2, 0 < /Ji < 2, i = I,2 are chosen so that the compatibility 
conditions of order 1 are satisfied, and p > 0 is chosen sufficiently small so 
that the solution exists (see [9, pp. 616-6171). 
The compatibility conditions of order zero are clearly satisfied if CL~(X, 0) = 
,&(x, 0) = 1, x E g, i = 1, 2. To see what further compatibility conditions 
must be satisfied, let us consider the condition for a,(~, t), for example. Denoting 
q(x, 0), ws(~, 0) by gr(x), h,(x), respectively, we have 
%,(x, 0) = v&G 0) - PL”l&, 0) 
= ~1&1(4 + Lmb +f,bw MINI - El”&9 Oh 
and we wish to have 
(2.9) 
ux, 0) = ~14&(X) + (gdx) - p>[a +f,(g,(x) - p, &2(x) + p)]. (2.10) 
Condition (2.10) will be satisfied if we assume 
%t(“, 0) = P-%lw[~ + hklW> b2c4)l 
- kl(X> - I+ +f,(gl@) - E.GY &2(4 + P)l>, 
for x E a. Since g, , h, E Hzi-l(@ and by the assumption of Holder continuity 
offr , we have LQ(X, 0) E P+“(a). It is clear that 01r(x, t) may be chosen in such 
a manner as to satisfy the conditions on olr(x, 0) and &x, 0), the condition that 
0 < 011(x, t) 6 2, and the condition that or, E Hr?+zJ+z/Z(d x [0, T]). Similarly, 
tiz , PI , /?a may be chosen to satisfy analogous conditions. Thus the existence 
of a solution Bi , z& is assured for sufficeintly small p > 0. 
For arbitrary E > 0, we may choose TV > 0 smaller, if necessary, so that 
] q(x, t) - &(x, t)l < E, 1 wi(x, t) - z&(x, t)l < 6, i = 1, 2, (x, t) EGO x [0, T]. 
We then apply essentially the same procedure as in the first part of this proof 
to show that 
B&, t) < v&, t), 
(x, t) eL2 x [O, q, i = 1,2. 
z&(x, t) > z&(x, t), 
(2.11) 
What we have in the form of 6, , eiri , i = 1, 2, is a solution of inequalities (2.3) 
and the strict inequalities (2.4) with t E [0, T]. The first part of this proof is 
valid if we are dealing with the interval [0, 2’1 rather than [0, co); hence 
B&x, t) < u&x, t) < z&(x, t), (x, t) EG x [0, TJ, i = 1,2. (2.12) 
Since both T and E were arbitrary, we deduce from (2.12) that (2.5) holds. 
Remark. We shall refer to v r , v.a as lozver solutions and wI , wz as upper 
solutions of the respective equations in (1 .l) and initial-boundary conditions 
associated with (2.4). 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let a < olX1 . Suppose zig > 0 ii 2? is a sol~tim of the 
boundary zalzce problem 
0.2 Llu + u[--). + f&O, u)] = 0 in 9, 
u = g(x) > 0 011 65i5 
(2.13) 
cwhich zuas shown to exist in Lemma 2.3j. Let (z+(E, t), +(x, t)) .witlz tii E 
f$Zi-l.leZE(G x [O, T]), each T > 0, i = 1, 2, be a sohtion o,f the reaction- 
d@sion Equation ( 1.1) with initial-boundary conditions 
where & , & , g satisfy the compatibility conditions of order 1 on BJ!S at t = 0 as 
described in [9, p. 3191. Then (ul(x, t), u~(N, t)) -p (0, ii;,(x)), as t 4 a, x ~g. 
Remark An immediate consequence is that a positive solution of (2.13) is 
unique. 
Proof. The proof is by an application of Lemma 2.4 with an appropriate 
choiceofai,wf, i= 1,2. 
We choose z’r(x, t) = 0, (x, t) E 9 x [0, co). 
We choose z+(x, tj to be the solution of the initial-boundary value problem 
a1 h, + zo,[a + fi(ZUl , O)] - 2w,,‘St = 0, (x, tj E B x (0, ‘xj: 
zci(X, 0) = +&), XELF’, 
wl(r, t) = 0, (x, t) E ?zB x [O, co). 
Existence of the solutions is shown in [9, Theorem 4.1, p. 558]. Since z = 7~5 
is a solution of the linear boundary-value problem 
a1 AZ + z[u + fi(Wl ) O)] - &z/a = a, (x, t) E 9 x (0, ‘a), 
a(x, 0) = Al, XE9, 
I(S, t) = 0, (x, t) E 89 x [O, co), 
b!: the strong maximum principle for parabolic equations, xyr > 0 in D x (0, oz). 
Now we show that .wr decays exponentially as t + co. Let ajo, < A; < A, ) 
and 8’ be a domain containing g, and 4(x) b e a f unction satisfying .A# + A;+ = 0 
in 9’. $ IsO, = 0, #(x) > 0 for x EG, and sup,=a’ j #(x)1 .= 1 (see, for example, 
.505.135/I-9 
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[7, p. 4231 for existence of such 4(x)). Define %((x, t) by wr(x, t) = Z(X, t) #(x)e-Ult, 
aI to be chosen. The function S(X, t) satisfies in 9 
Consequently, if 01~ > 0 is chosen so that a - ol& + CQ < 0, we have o1 & + 
2~~(Vz$/#) . V.5 - &/at > 0 in 59 x (0, co), % = 0 on 89 x [0, co), 2(x, 0) 3 0, 
+O, x F 9. The maximum principle implies 0 < Z(X, t) < sup{#,(x)/#(~): 
x E 9}, and hence 
0 < zq(x, t) < Kec”lt 
for (.r, t) ~a x [O, co) and some constant K. 
Note that zuul will satisfy (2.3) p rovided we choose v, to be nonnegative, 
which will be the case. 
By applying the strong maximum principle we see that u,(x, t) > 0 for 
(s, t) E 52 x (0, co) ( as above for zut(x, t)). Also, if we make the preliminary 
choice zla(x, t) = 0, w&x, t) = C, for some large positive constant C, and 
apply Lemma 2.4, we see that z+(x, t) < C for (x, t) ~g x [0, co). 
It is obvious that Lemma 2.4 may be generalized slightly, so as to apply to 
solutions of (1.1) considered on domains of the form g x [T, XJ), where 
T 3 0. The O’s in condition (2.4) are to be replaced by T’s. 
With this in mind, take ZI~(.E’, t) to be /3(t) G&X), t 3 1, x E g, where /3(t) = 
1 - ke-lf with k, 1 to be chosen. We have 
= asp du, + p&[-T + f&l PS)] - P'u; 
= ,5u,[f,(O, ,&) - f2(0, Ql - kkztf& 
(2.14) 
= ,Bu, $ (0, &Q(-ke-lt) - kle-%, , 1--k<B<l. 
2 
We let 
M=min (l,min(-----::JE9 I z&(x, 1) - 
f&(x) )I 
and we take k = (1 - M)er, with I > 0 still to be chosen. With this choice of k, 
we have z+(x, 1) < ~a(x, I), x G B. Note that 1 - k > M > 0, so that 8JJ&, 
(0, f?@a) is less than some negative constant which is independent of 1. Now we 
choose I sufficiently small so that 
(1 - ke&) 2 (0, &&) + I < 0, XEQ. 
2 
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With these choices of k and I the latter expression in (2.14) is 30 for (x, t) E 
a x [1, co}. Finally, note that D~(x, t) < ua(.z”, t) for (x, t) E 6%~ x [l, CT). Thus, 
we have that ?+(A-, t) is the required lower solution on g x [I, CO). 
We take w,(x, t) to be a(t) aa( t > T, x EG, where a(f) = 1 + nze-‘lf with 
T, m, n > 0 to be chosen. VVe have 
for certain positive constants K1 , Kz . 
We wish to show that the latter expression in (2.15) is 60 in 9 x [T, cc) for 
proper choices of T, m, K Since we know that z+(x, t) < C, we impose the 
condition 
(1 + mecnT)p = C, (2.16) 
where p = rnin,,~ Z?&(X), which implies that zus(~, T) 3 z+(N, Tj, x EL?;. 
Condition (2.16) aIso implies that atiz is bounded in g x [T, CO) and in this 
case we may assume that Kl , Kz are independent of the particular T, m, n. 
We choose PZ < w’1 and T sufficiently large that 
k;e-alT < $l;;,(C - p). 
It follows that Kle-OLlt < &K,mecnfq for (x, t) E g x [T, co). Finally, we 
choose n smaller, if necessary, so that 
Having chosen T and 12, we may choose m to satisfy (2.16). Thus we have the 
differential inequality of (2.3) for w,(x, t), (s, t) E g x [T, mj. 
Since 0: > 1, we have wa(x, t) > u~(.Y”, t) for (x, t) E 69 x [T, a), and, as 
already noted, we have ZU,(X, T) > u3_(.t”, T), I E 9. We have constructed the 
required upper solution wa(~, t) on g x [T, GS). 
Since v,(x, t) .= 0 and wl(x, t) + 0, zgx, t) - ii&), W&Y, t) - ~ZqX), as 
t - co, ;w E$? we have by inequalities (2.5) that (z+(x, t), z+(x, t)) -> (0, Ez(xj) as 
t~co,NEG2. 
We next consider the same boundary condition for z+ as before, i.e., %(x-, t) = 0 
for x E 69, t 2 0, with the reverse assumption that n > ulhl . In this situation 
we will see that coexistence of prey and predator are possible when the mortality 
rate r of the predator is relatively large. (That is, there is an equilibrium at 
which neither ZL~ nor ug is identically zero in 9.) 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let a > a,h, Let 6 > 0 be any number such that 1 fi(O, 8)l < 
a - o,h, . If there is a k > 0 such that f,(k, 0) < -a and Y satisfies 
then the boundary-value problem 
0% Au, + U&-T + f&u1 , u2)] = 0, 
u&x) = 0, 
on 69, 
U&Y) = p(x) < s, 
(2.17) 
has a solution .with ul(x) > 0 for x E 9 and u@(x) + 0 in 3’. Here, 0 < p(x) < 6, 
p(x) + 0, on 69, and has an extension p(x), x EG, zuhere G(x) E H2fz(g). The 
solution components z+(x), u,(x) me in W+‘(g). 
Proof. Let $i(~) = U(X), c > 0, with w(x) described in the proof of 
Lemma 2. I. We have cri A+,(x) + q&(x)[a + fi(bl(x), y,)] = (a - qh,) &(x) + 
+i(x) fi(cw(x), yz) > 0, for 0 < yn < 8 provided that c is small enough. That is, 
such $r(x) is a lower solution for ui Au + u[a + fi(u, yg)] = 0 in 9, 21 lb9 = 0 
for each 0 < ya ,< 6. The function O,(X) = k satisfies o1 AS, + @,[a + f,(k, ~~31 
< 0 for each ye >, 0, by the assumption on k, and is therefore an upper solution 
for the problem just described. On the other hand, $a(~) = 0 and 0,(r) s 8 
are respectively lower and upper solutions for ua Au + u[---Y + Ja(y, , u)] = 0, 
u Is9 = p(x) for each 0 < yr < k, by the assumption 1’ > f2(k, 6). We now 
reduce c > 0 in the definition of+, , if necessary, such that c max,,a W(X) < k; 
then by [16] or [5], there exists a solution ui(x), U%(X) to the boundary-value 
problem (2.17), with U(X) < Z+(X) < k, 0 < u,(x) < 6, x E L??. u$(x) + 0 in 9 
because p(x) + 0 on Sg. 
Remark. Even when a > oih, , the solution (0, z&(x)) described in Lemma 2.3 
still exists. One can therefore say that (ui , ua) bifurcates into more than one 
solution for the boundary-value problem (2.17) as the parameter a crosses a, , 
for some a, > h,ol . 
The stability of the equilibrium described in Theorem 2.2 will not be con- 
sidered here. 
3. No PREDATOR AT THE BOUNDARY 
In this section, we analyze several kinds of equilibrium in the situation in 
which the predator is held at zero at the boundary, but the prey is not. We first 
give an estimate of how large a mortality rate Y of the predator will cause extinc- 
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tion of the predator. We then show that coexistence of prey and predator 1s 
possible when P is not large. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that there is a positive ,rumber UT such that 
a +fi(uT, 0) = 0. Let K be any zumber &L:. If 1’ > 0 is large enough that 
-r + f@c 0) < Gab, , then for any nonwegative ;Fzractiolls ulr(x, tj. u2(x, if in 
ff2-+7J+lir(c3 x p, T]), each T > 0, satisfying the reaction-d$fusion equations (I. i 1 
and im?ial-boundary conditions 
0 < t&t 0) < K, *y E g . i==l,2, 
it holds that uz(s, t) - 0 as t + CC, s E a. 
&oof We employ Lemma 2.4. First, we choose z~,(.T~ t) = 0 and wr(~, fj = K. 
Clearly, cl is a lower solution. Now 
ol AK + K[a + f,(K, u2)] < K[Q + .fif;(K! WI 
& K[a + fi(u;” , O)] = 0, 
and also taking into account the initial-boundary conditions above, rhe function 
u.~ is an upper solution. 
We take .~s(x, t) = 0 and z~s(r, t) = a(t) W(X), where a(t) = @e-If, with C, 
I to be chosen, and w(z) was defined in Lemma 2. I. We have 
We may choose I > 0 sufficiently small that the latter expression is negative 
in 9 X (0, co). 
It is well known that the outward normal derivative %w/%n is negative on 89, 
and since it is continuous, SW/& < k < 0 for some constant k. Since also 
u2(x, 0) = 0 on 69 and ZAP has continuous first derivatives in a, CW(S> > Z&X~ 0) 
for C > 0 sufficiently large. Choosing C to satisfy this condition, and 2 as above, 
we have that z+(x, t) is the required upper solution. 
With this set of upper and lower solutions, the theorem now follows readily 
from Lemma 2.4. 
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Remark. Let K be as defined in Theorem 3.1, and suppose d(x) E Hs+“(@, 
0 < $(x) < K for x E 83. The boundary-value problem or Au + u[a + fi(u, 0)] 
= 0, zc Ia9 = 4 Is9 , has 0 and K respectively as lower and upper solutions. 
Hence, there exists a solution u = zi,(zc), 0 < Z&(.X) < K, x E&?. Moreover, 
(&(x), 0), x E 58, is a solution of the steady-state equations (1.4) and boundary 
conditions 0 < or < K, u, = 0 on 69. Further investigation of the stability 
of this solution, as in Section 2, should be possible, but will be too lengthy to 
be discussed at present. 
When the mortality rate r of the predator is not large enough to satisfy the 
condition of Theorem 3.1, coexistence of prey and predator in equilibrium is 
possible under the same type of boundary conditions. To illustrate this, we 
will only consider the special Volterra-Lotka model, in order to avoid too much 
complexity. We consider the equations 
olAul + ul[a - bu, - cu2] = 0, 
(3.1) 
u,du, + uz[-). + pu, - qug] = 0, 
where a, 6, G P, q, r, o1 , os are positive constants. First, suppose 
(aq + rc) > max{(asAr + 7) 2bco;l, 2aqa,P). (3.2) 
Squaring on the left and multiplying the two terms on the right, we have 
(aq + YC)’ > 4apc(a,A, + r). W e next assume that p is of moderate size in 
relation to r in the sense that 
b(aq + YC) - 4:” 
2ac 
<p < b(aq + rc) + A:‘2 
2ac ’ (3.3) 
where A, = Qaq + YC>’ - 4b2aqc(uaA, + r). Observe that the assumptions of 
Theorem 3.1 imply that in the special equations (3.1), we have @ = a/b, 
fa(@, 0) = pa/b and hence p < (b/a)(c$, + r). However, hypotheses (3.2), 
(3.3), and the further assumption that 
b 2 0, (3.4) 
together imply that p > (b/a)(u,A, + r). To see this, let Q(p) = p”ac - 
pb(ap + TC) + (uaXr + r) b”q be a quadratic expression in p with a positive 
leading coefficient. Q(p) (0 for p in the interval described in (3.3) and Q(p) 30 
otherwise. One can also check readily that Q((u,A, + r)ba-l) = (unAI + l)b’cu&a-1 
> 0 and (uzX, + r)ba-l < (aq + rc)(uJ2ac) by (3.2), and thus by (3.4) 
(ua/\r + r)ba-r is less than the midpoint of the interval described in (3.3). 
Consequently, if p satisfies (3.3), one must have p > (b/a)(&& + r), as claimed 
above. In other words, for Eqs. (1.4), when fr(~r , ~a) = --bu, - cua and 
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fi(% , ?~a) = pu, - qus , if (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) are satisfied, r cannot be large 
enough to satisfy the condition in Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Jl/b)[a - c(pa - A)/&] < 4(x) < a/b for x E a’%‘, and 
4(x) has an extension $(x) E H2+z(@. Under hypotheses (3.2), (3.3j, and (3.4j, 
Eqs. (3.lj together with the bozcndary conditions u, Id9 = 4, zx2 IS9 = 0, Irave a 
solution (Cl(x), G,(x)) with z&(x) E F~l($j), i = 1,2, C,(x) > 0 for xE9, and 
(1 ibj[a - c( pa - rb)/bq] < Cl(X) < u/b for X E 9%;. 
Remark. Hypothesis (3.3) implies that p < b(aq + rc)/ac, and hence 
1 
t 
c(Pa--6) = 1 
1 baq + brc - cpa 
- b u- 4 5 bq 
> 0. 
Proof. The function q&(x) = a/b satisfies &[a - 6$, - cy,] < 0 for each 
y9 > 0; therefore it is an upper solution for the boundary-value problem 
(71 du f ~[a - bu - cya] = 0, u IaS = 4, for each ye > 0. The function 
0,(x) = (l/b)[a - C(~U - rb)/bgJ satisfies U, oe, + &[a - be, - cy2] = 
B,[c(pu - Yb)/bq - cyJ > 0 for each 0 < y2 6 (pu - rb)/bq (Note: We have 
seen that (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) imply that p > (b/a)(a&r + F), and hence pa > rb 
and (pa - rb)/bq > 0). Therefore, 0, is a lower solution for the problem just 
described for each 0 < ys < (pa - rb)/bq. On the other hand, &(sj = (pa - rb))lbg 
satisfies #J-r + pyr - q&] = &[-pa/6 + py,] < 0 for each 0 ,( yr < a/b, 
and is therefore an upper solution for the problem 
a, du + u[-Y $- pyl - gu] = 0, u 169 = 0, (3.Sj 
for each 0 < yr < u/b. Let w(x) be as described in Lemma 2.1. The function 
e,(s) = ko(x), k > 0, satisfies 
> t&.(,x) [$ (a - cCpub~ rb) ) - ozhl - P - qkw(x)] 
for each (1/6)[a - c(pu - rb)/bq] < y1 < u/b. We have seen in the paragraph 
preceding this theorem that Q(p) E p” ac - pb(aq + TC) + (ozX, + r)b2q < 0. 
However, 
P - u- 
i 
c( pa - rb) 
b b2 i 
- UTzhl - I 
-P + Na2 + 4 
=P[-- gq 1 _ juqh, + rj = -(QP) > 0 ., --q- . 
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Therefore if K = x > 0 is small enough B,(X) is a lower solution for (3.5), each 
1 c(pa - rb) 
b -a---G [ 1 <y1<;. 
By [16] or [5], the boundary-value problem in the statement of the theorem has 
a solution (z&(s), G*(x)) with Z&(X) E S+z(@, i = 1, 2, 
c(Pa - r@_ - b!l 1 
< \ G4 
I&J(X) < z&(x) < (pa - rb)/b q f or each x: E ~8. Hence for Y E 9, &a(~) > Aw(x) > 0. 
Remark. As example for applications, we consider Eqs. (3.1), where 
9 = oe = a = q = I, b = 2, c = 1/4(A, + I), p = 5 + 4X, and F = 1. 
Clearly hypotheses (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) are satisfied, Theorem 3.2 applies and 
coexistence is possible in equilibrium. Now, let all these constants be fixed and 
increase I’ to 3 + A, . In terms of Theorem 3.1, z$ = 4, and -r + fz(uf, 0) = 
-(3 + A,) + (5 + 4h,)& = - * + A, < A, = ozA, . Hence Theorem 3. I ap- 
plies with K = ZL~ * = + . Therefore, in this situation, coexistence now becomes 
impossible in equilibrium (i.e., predator becomes extinct). One might say that 
bifurcation has taken place as F decreases from 3 + A, to 1. Note here that 
when Y = 1, one can have a second solution with zlg(zc) = 0 in g and exactly 
the same boundary conditions for u1 and us on 69, because L$ and 41 in the 
proof of Theorem 3.2 are still respectively the lower and upper solutions for 
4 4~ + u[a - bu - cyB] = 0, u I69 = 4, when y2 = 0. Other possibilities of 
multiple equilibrium states and their stabilities, as the various parameters vary, 
are too lengthy to be considered in this article. 
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